Analysis of increasingly saturated sequence databases have shown that gene family sizes are highly skewed with many families being small and few containing many, far-diverged homologs. Additionally, recently published results have identified a structural determinant of mutational plasticity: designability that correlates strongly with gene family size. In this paper, we explore the possible links between the two observations, exploring the possible effect of designability on duplication and divergence.
INTRODUCTION
Evolution progresses through an iterative process of duplication and differentiation. The fate of genes that have undergone duplication was hypothesized by Ohno (Ohno, 1970) to fall into one of three categories: (i) Neo-functionalization when the newly duplicated gene evolves under purifying selection to acquire novel function, (ii) Non-functionalization when the newly duplicated gene becomes non-functional through accumulation of deleterious mutations and (iii) sub-functionalization when both copies mutate to divide ancestral pleiotropy. (Kondrashov, et al., 2002; Petrov and Hartl, 2000) In order to understand the driving forces behind duplication and divergence Kimura and Ota in their seminal paper from 1974 (Kimura and Ota, 1974) outlined the principles governing the progress of molecular evolution. One of the principles described in that paper is ''evolution by mutational pressure''. This principle outlines the strong preferential elimination of deleterious mutants e.g. those that destroy the structure or function. Kimura and Ota go so far as to suggest that it is the pressure on the deleterious mutants more than positive pressure canonical to Darwinian evolution that is the predominant force driving evolution of multigene families (Kimura and Ota, 1974) .
Driven by the recent availability of sequenced genomes coupled with high-throughput functional assays, researchers observed a number of significant correlations between intrinsically functional characteristics of gene sequences such as essentiality (Hirsh and Fraser, 2001; Hurst and Smith, 1999; Yang, et al., 2003) , number of protein-interaction partners (Fraser, et al., 2002) , or expression level Pal, et al., 2001) , and the strength of purifying selection. However, the relative importance of each characteristic has been a subject of vigorous debate. Drummond, et al., 2006; Jordan, et al., 2003; Wall, et al., 2005) While the process of duplication and differentiation is well documented (Haldane, 1933; Ohno, 1970) , gene-specific characteristics that influence this process are largely unknown.
Finally, there is considerable debate concerning the relationships between the strength of selection and subsequent dynamics of gene duplication and divergence. Recently, several researchers found that duplication occurs under influence of purifying selection (Shiu, et al., 2006) . Newly duplicated genes undergo a brief period of relaxation followed immediately by increase of selection. (Conant and Wagner, 2003; Jordan, et al., 2004; Kondrashov, et al., 2002; Zhang, et al., 2003) . On the other hand, survivorship curves for worm duplicates show that simple stochastic models considering only the age of the duplicate pair do equally well at predicting distributions of duplicates (Lynch and Conery, 2000) . The unifying characteristic of these models lies in their attempt to understand the determinants of duplication success and forego the evaluation of the equally important duplication failure rate. Since the most frequent outcome of duplication is non-functionalization of at least one paralog (Nei, 1973; Petrov and Hartl, 2000) , understanding that process is fundamental to relating gene function, selection and duplication.
While we showed that protein structure correlates with the divergence of homologs (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) , there have been no investigations into the relationships between protein structure, selection and the dynamics of duplication and divergence. Thus, in this work we evaluate the relationships between designability, selection and rate of pseudogenization. First, we show that gene pairs under stronger purifying selection have a lower probability of pseudogenization. We then show that that structural determinants of mutability e.g. designability inversely correlates with strength of purifying selection. Since we previously established the link between divergence and designability, we explain this link here by showing that higher designabiltity domains enjoy a lower pseudogenization rate. Consistent with previous results, we find that the lower pseudogenization rate of higher designability domains results in farther diverged paralogs. These observations carry fundamental implications for understanding and application of Kimura's theory (Kimura and Ota, 1974 ) of evolution by mutational pressure.
STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS OF SELECTION
The strength of selection on the paralogs after duplication may be influenced by many factors such as lethality (Venkatesan, et al., 2003; Yang, et al., 2003) , paralogy (Jordan, et al., 2004) , ability to neo-functionalize (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Lynch, et al., 2001) and protein interaction neighbors (Fraser, et al., 2003) . We were interested in probing whether structural properties of domains have significant impact on evolutionary pressure. Recent theoretical investigations showed that designability can be used a measure of mutational plasticity allowable for a structure. While measures for designability were first derived using lattice models from theoretical arguments of stability Shakhnovich, et al., 2005; Shakhnovich and Max Harvey, 2004) , recent investigations have seen a generalization that enabled calculation of designability on real protein structures. Specifically, England and Shakhnovich showed that contact density (CD) of structure can serve as an approximation to a determinant of protein designability: domains with higher CD tend to be more designable. Indeed, when investigating real protein domains, we found that those with higher CD tend to have farther diverged homologs (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) . We also found that designability is a potential for sequence diversity. This potential has to be fulfilled through an iterative process of duplication and divergence in each genome. Since designability is related to mutational plasticity, it may also influence the evolutionary pressure on the recently duplicated paralogous pair. Thus, the null hypothesis would be that designability relaxed evolutionary pressure.
To test the influence of designability on evolutionary pressure, we compare CD with the strength of purifying selection. Evolutionary pressure can be measured by computing the ratio of accepted non-synonymous substitutions K a to the synonymous substitution rate K s between homologous sequences (Gaut and Doebley, 1997; Hughes and Hughes, 1993; Li, 1997) . We used the widely used PAML package to estimate the Ka and Ks ratios (Yang and Nielsen, 2000) . Duplicates under stronger evolutionary pressure exhibit K a /K s ratios close to 1. Deviations from 1 are usually taken to mean that the paralogs are under relaxed pressure.
We found that Ka/Ks ratio of recently duplicated gene pairs in C. Elegans (Lynch and Conery, 2000) correlate inversely with the theoretical determinant of designability: the CD of the structure. To further test the robustness of this relationship we performed the same calculation on orthologs from S. Cerevisiae and Paradoxus. We found the same general trend of higher designability domains under stronger evolutionary pressure (Fig 1) . This is a surprising result since higher designability should impart a more relaxed mutational regime. This result is also surprising in light of previous evidence that more diverse gene families encode more designable domains. (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) Thus, it seems that paralogs encoding more designable domains are under stronger selection, but diverge farther away to yield gene families with higher sequence entropy. We attempt to reconcile these by looking at the effect of stronger selection on duplication and divergence.
HOW SELECTION AFFECTS PSEUDOGENIZATION RATE
Thus, it seems that designable domains evolve slower, but have farther diverged families. One possible explanation is that domains under relaxed evolutionary pressure pseudogenize more often. Thus, these families may not have a chance to diverge as functional paralogs leading to more compact families with less sequence entropy. We can conjecture, based on evidence from previous work (Conant and Wagner, 2003; Kondrashov, et al., 2002; Zhang, et al., 2003) that mutation and diversification of a newly duplicated locus may be related to the strength of selection on the paralogous pair. In order to assess the influence of evolutionary pressure on duplication events, we consider the relationship between selection and failure of a duplication event e.g. pseudogene formation Kimura and Ota, 1974) . We test this relationship directly using pseudogenes identified in a number of recently sequenced genomes. Structural designability and functional diversity in molecular evolution e441
Recently Gerstein and coworkers have identified all putative pseudogenes in a number of genomes Harrison, et al., 2001; . Pseudogenes are disabled copies of genes (or decayed remnants of genes) that do not produce a full-length protein chain. Pseudogenes can generally be divided into two types. Processed pseudogenes arise from reverse transcription from messenger RNA (mRNA) and re-integration into the genomic DNA. By contrast, ''duplicated pseudogenes'' arise from duplication in the genomic DNA and subsequent disablement, most commonly through disruptive frameshift mutation or premature stop codon formation. Clearly we want to focus on this class of pseudogenes as a measure of locus fixation failure.
We start our analysis of the differential failure rate of duplication by calculating the probability of successful duplication versus pseudogenization of one of the duplicates in C. Elegans. We employ simple sequence comparison methods to identify paralogous members of multigene families and pseudogenes likely formed from a duplication event of any member in those families. (See Methods) In this paper, the probability of pseudogene formation is just the ratio of the number of pseudogenes weakly homologous to a multigene family versus the number of paralogs belonging to the same multigene family. (See Methods) This ratio may not be direct evidence of variable probability of locus fixation, since failure may not always lead to pseudogene formation. It may, however, be used as a first-pass approximation given the assumption that deletion of pseudogenes from the genome is nearly uniform, i.e. without preference to individual duplication locii.
We first plot average K a /K s (Lynch and Conery, 2000) of C. Elegans paralogs against P pseudo (Harrison, et al., 2001) . Figure 2 shows that recently duplicated paralogous pairs under strong selection are less likely to leave pseudogenes. Thus, higher K a /K s ratios have higher P pseudo . This is an intuitively obvious result underlining the relationship between evolutionary pressure and duplication success. Of course, the absence of pseudogenes does not imply success. However, controlling for age of duplicates does not qualitatively change results. Additionally, we observe no difference in the duplication rate of paralogs. (data not shown) Unfortunately, the number of pseudogenes is relatively small and thus we can calculate only average behavior and the its impossible to relate designability and duplication directly using data from C. Elegans.
The insight here is that duplication and differentiation is a stochastic process. This process has a certain success and failure rate. Accumulation of deleterious mutations will increase the chance that the protein becomes non-functional and thus turn into a pseudogene. This is consistent with the postulate of evolution by mutational pressure. Thus, the implication from Fig 1 and 2 is that more designable domains, under stronger selection are able to avoid accumulation of deleterious mutations and thus fewer duplicates pseudogenize. This could, potentially, result in farther diverged families, despite the relatively slower rate of divergence.
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANTS OF DUPLICATION FAILURE
We saw in the previous two sections how structure can affect the dynamics of duplication and diversification through increased selection on higher designability domains. Along with considerations of structural stability, we can hypothesize that dynamics of molecular evolution may be affected by the functional landscape of gene family. Some recently duplicated paralogs may have finding new functions with fewer mutations. If neo-functionalization is easier, the duplicate is more likely to be fixed in the population through positive selection. In fact, we previously reported the correlation between designability and functional diversity (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) . Thus, to test the relationship between designability and dynamics of molecular evolution, we have to take into account both the positive selection due to neo-functionalization and structural determinants of mutational plasticity. We begin by calculating the probability landscape of pseudogene formation with respect to designability and the potential for functional diversity (FFS) in the M. Leprae (Smith, et al., 1997) genome. We calculate the contact density (CD) of each gene using homologous structures in PDB. The potential for functional flexibility (FFS) is calculated using GO annotations (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) . All homologous sequences in a non-redundant database (NRDB) are annotated on GO (Ashburner, et al., 2000) , the entropy of annotation on each level is the FFS (See Methods).We chose the M. Leprae genome mainly for statistical reasons, because it has the largest number of pseudogenes of any prokaryotes (Cole, et al., 2001; Smith, et al., 1997) .
The pseudogenization probability landscape shown in Fig. 3 shows that the fixation of the duplication event in M. Leprae is a function of both the structural designability (CD of the structure) and functional diversity of the protein domain. Duplicates of genes coding for the most highly designable domains with the higherst potential for functional diversity have the least chance of becoming pseudogenes. The fact that the maximum probability of pseudogenization is away from the minimum designability is probably due to finite size effects and inherent error in the calculations. The land- Fig. 2 . The average probability of pseudogenization (P pseudo ) versus strength of selection as estimated by K a /K s . The data was binned on the X axis with step .01. In case no pseudogenes were found the multigene families were not considered for this plot. The red line is the linear fit with R ¼ .89 and P<1e-4. The relatively small number of multigene families with identifiable pseudogenes prevents reliable analysis of statistical robustness of the fit.
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e442 scape on Fig 3 shows that both structural and functional characteristics of genes, and more importantly the families to which these genes belong affect the potential success of duplication and divergence of paralogs. These finding are consistent with farther divergence of homologs of more designable domains. (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) While this evidence is suggestive of a link between designability and the dynamics of molecular evolution, it is not necessarily sufficient due to possible transitive relationships not controlled for in this particular study (Drummond, et al., 2006) . Some researchers have argued that the M. Leprae genome has undergone reductive evolution (Cole, et al., 2001; Smith, et al., 1997) instead of an explosive period of duplication. However, the principles of Kumura and Ohta e.g. evolution by mutational pressure remain in effect for gene deletion as well as gene accumulation. We can justifiably interpret results in Fig. 3 as the probability of deletion of a member of a multigene family is inversely proportional to the designability of the structure encoded by its members and diversity functions inherent in the members.
DISCUSSION
The question of the relationship between functional or genetic characteristics and evolutionary pressure is at the forefront of studies in molecular evolution Jordan, et al., 2002; Jordan, et al., 2003; Jordan, et al., 2004) . A comprehensive theory of this relationship may lead to a better understanding of the phenotype-genotype relationship. Since we previously reported that mutational flexibility as measured by structural designability correlates with sequence entropy of the gene family (Shakhnovich, et al., 2005) . However, exploration of sequence space occurs through iterative duplication and differentiation of paralogs in genomes under evolutionary pressure. Thus, we wanted to explore the genetic mechanisms that could result in association of larger sequence families with higher designability structures. We initially hypothesized that genes coding for higher designability domains evolve faster and are thus able to diverge farther.
Contrary to our initial expectations, we found that genes coding for higher designability domains are under stronger selective pressure. However, the fact that they diverge slower doesn't preclude them from diverging farther. (Shakhnovich and Koonin, 2006) To explain the seeming inconsistency, we postulated that there exists an increased success rate of locus fixation for paralogs under stronger evolutionary pressure. Indeed, using data from C. Elegans, we found that paralogs under stronger selection pseudogenize less. We are in the process of exploring this dependency between pseudogenization and selection in more detail in our upcoming publication. (Shakhnovich and Koonin, 2006) Since we show above that lower evolutionary pressure confers a higher probability of failure upon duplication, we are able to show directly in Fig. 3 that genes encoding domains with higher designability have a lower probability of pseudogenization. In fact, we show that probability of success in locus fixation correlates with both the designability of the structure and the functional flexibility of the gene family. The interpretation is that larger functional flexibility confers a smaller mutational path for neo-functionalization e.g. the paralogs have to accept fewer mutations before finding new function. At the same time, mutational plasticity granted by higher designability structures allows the paralogs more ''time'' before deleterious mutations destroy protein stability. Both of these factors can be seen using the pseudogenization landscape in Figure 3 .
The above evidence is a striking observation of the effect of fitness and the mechanism of natural selection on protein domains. Akin to organismal evolution, protein domains undergo cycles of trial and tribulation in the form of stochastic duplication and divergence. Some domains survive the duplication cycle and others turn into pseudogenes. The difference between the domains that survive and those that perish lies in the origin of the duplication event with respect to sequence space. The newly duplicated gene pairs that encode more designable structures have a higher probability of success due to the fact that both copies may accept more mutations and are less likely encounter a deleterious mutation that destroys structure.
One caveat from this study is the assumption of equal duplication rate and pseudogene deletion across genes coding for variable designability domains. Furthermore, there could be other transitive correlations with designability and functional flexibility, not accounted for in this study. For example, more work has to be done in order to determine the underlying reasons for higher selection on higher designability domains. These reasons could be historical e.g. higher designability domains are older or functional e.g. that designable domains code for ''more important'' functions. Moreover, the relative contributions of mutational plasticity and stronger Fig. 3 . The probability of pseudogene formation with respect to both the functional flexibility score (FFS) and designability (CD) of the domain. For each domain we calculated the number of paralogs in M. Leprae and the number of duplicated pseudogenes likely to have come from that domain found in the same genome. We then calculated the probability of pseudogene formation and plotted it with respect to CD and FFS of that domain. The plot was made by binning FFS and CD into bins with step .35 and averaging the probability inside each bin. Each bin contains between 20 and 30 domains. It is striking how the probability of successful duplication depends on both the designability of the structure and the functional diversity of the domain. At highest CD and FFS the probability is around 25 percent of failure while at the lowest CD and FFS the probability increases to more than 50 percent. This would suggest that for a given duplication attempt, some domains enjoy more than fifty percent increase in their ability to ''produce offspring''.
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A comprehensive model describing the interplay between these parameters is needed for a complete understanding of the effect of structure on dynamics of molecular evolution. While the above are only first studies of the average effect of natural selection on protein domains, it represents a striking confirmation of a paradigm first laid out by Kimura and Ota of evolution by mutational pressure. In that paper Kimura and Ota stated that ability to sustain mutation is the fitness characteristic driving molecular evolution of multigene families. The dependency of pseudogene formation on designability through higher probability of survival of both duplicates opens the door to including structural characteristics in modeling ''fitness'' of the multigene families.
METHODS
The data for K a /K s values for pairs of C. Elegans genes was taken directly from (Lynch and Conery, 2000) http://www.csi.uoregon.edu/projects/ genetics/duplications/C.elegans.txt. Since this dataset was prepared before the current wormpep database, we excluded genes that were found to be part of pseudogenes, not in the current release of wormpep or were subsequently to Lynch and Conery analysis found to be the same gene. This yielded 1518 duplicate pairs instead of 1770 included in the original file.
To calculate the number of paralogs for each C. Elegans gene (N dupl ) we performed an all-against all BLAST of the C-elegans genome. We took reverse best hits at 1e-6. For each gene we calculated the number of best hits. We also performed BLAST homology search for the genome against all known pseudogenes. The results were used to calculate N pseudo . P pseudo was then calculated using eq2. We also performed a domain-centric calculation of the same quantity. We took all HSSP (Holm and Sander, 1997) domains and counted the number of different ORFs to which they are homologous, this was used for N dupl . We also calculated the number of pseudogenes homologous to the same HSSP (Holm and Sander, 1997) domain and used that for N pseudo . The results were not significantly affected between the two approaches.
To calculate designability for each gene we took all structurally resolved domains from HSSP homologous to the gene with E<1e-6 and more than 40% sequence identity. We then averaged the contact density, if the gene contained more than one domain. Designability of each domain was calculated through contact density as explained in detail below.
As before (Shakhnovich and Max Harvey, 2004) , for FFS we calculate the average amount of information per GO (Ashburner, et al., 2000) annotation level needed to fully describe the function of each set of sequences that fold into a domain by using the following equation
Here, Max(L) is the maximal number of levels of annotation, the summation is taken over all levels l and over all nodes i filled by the functions on the GO (Ashburner, et al., 2000) tree, and p i is the percentage of the sequences that are annotated with function i.
We used data from Gerstein and co-workers who identified all putative duplicated pseudogenes in a number of genomes. Harrison, et al., 2001; We downloaded the M. Leprae genome from (from Sanger Centre Pathogen Sequencing Group (ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/pathogens/leprae) and C. elegans from NCBI because these organisms have the largest number of observed pseudogenes. In contrast to finding functional domains in genomes, the acceptable E value for identifying pseudogenes was lowered to 1e -3 to signify the increased propensity of pseudogenes to diverge in sequence since pseudogenes are not under pressure to be structurally of functionally viable.
To avoid confusion of which domain corresponds to the failed duplication attempt, we require that there is at most one structure that corresponds to any pseudogene sequence. Thus for each domain we can estimate the probability of becoming a pseudogene using the following simple equation
where N pseud is the number of pseudogenes with high sequence similarity to a domain and N dupl is the number of paralogous genes for the same domain in a given genome.
Designability
England and Shakhnovich showed recently that for a large class of amino acid interaction potentials B, the free energy per monomer f in sequence space for a protein structure defined by its contact matrix (CM) C is given by
where the weights a i are all positive functions which depend on the interaction energies B. The contact matrix C is defined as C ij ¼1 if amino acids i and j are in contact and 0 otherwise. Definitions of contact may vary, but in this paper we use the standard cutoff of 7.5 angstroms between C b atoms (C a for Gly). Elementary matrix algebra suggests that trace of high powers of a matrix is determined by its maximal eigenvalue. Thus, protein structures that have greater maximal eigenvalues of their contact matrices are expected to be more designable.
